
Main features:
 - Luxury, semi-custom performance cruiser
 - Single-handed, bluewater design
 - Great autonomy for six persons
 - Unusually feature rich
 - Category Ocean-A
 - All carbon
 - Lifting keel
 - Swiss Made

World Premiere

PERFORMANCE

LIFESTYLE
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  Subject to change without notice.

Clean, stylish with all flush-mounted deck 
accessories and trim equipment.
The lounge concept originates on 
the superstructure through 
to the generous cock-
pit, seating 10. The 
table has three hy-
draulic positions: Re-
gatta, lounge and dinner!
Double carbon wheels and all-in-one 
navigation electronics.

The unconventional interior design gives 
a light, spacious impression – not least 
through the oversized hull- and panoramic 
windows.
Configuration, materials, accessories and 
colors can of course be optimised so that 
the yacht‘s character corresponds to the 
owner‘s personality.  

Hull, deck and 
bulkheads: Com-
posite structure 
using prepreg car-
bon fibre and Corecell 
heatformed foam.
Sleeps: 6 persons
Diesel: 2x500 l (264 gal)
Water: 2x300 l (158 gal) 
Engine: Yanmar 112 kW / 150 HP

Structure

Deck layout

Configuration

Interior

The standard configuration features a ma-
ster bedroom w. shower/WC, a guest dou-
ble bedroom w. shower/WC, a single 
cabin incl. bunk bed and a 
common shower/WC.
Further; a lounge-
styled living room, a 
fully equipped kitchen, 
a separate office/navigation 
cabin and a ventilated storage space, 
which may convert into a sauna.



 Rig and Sails

General Data
 

Realisation
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Management & Design
 Leveraging on the multiple victories in world top racing events and as   
 undisputable quality leader,Switzerland is entering into the international  
 public segment of high performance, luxury cruisers. 
 We have a lot to live up to – which we do!

Your benefits
 With a limited edition, custom-built production, Your yacht will virtually   
 be a one-off!

 Passing our careful partner screening, judel/vrolijk & co and Décison -  
 renowned not least from their successes as designer/builder of   
 multiple America‘s Cup winner Alinghi - have poured all their
  experience into the technical design, providing even for safe Atlantic   
 crossings for  the yacht and crew.

 From the first contact, quality, reliability and discretion are SWISS   
 YACHTS’ fundamental values for long-term customer relations. 
 You will notice the difference between good and excellent!

Lifestyle – the art of sailing
 Focusing on lifestyle instead of mere hard-core racing, our valued
 customers will come to appreciate solutions normally seen only on   
 yachts twice the size. For instance, the integrated hydraulic gangway   
 also carries the tender from the garage – no less than a 40+ knot  
 rib-jet. 

 If only for esthetics, it’s suggestive, conspicuous lines will just make   
 you want to possess this high-tech beauty!

Single-handed simplicity or 
full-crew complexity
 Handling this yacht can be demanding and challenging, requiring a   
 crew for optimal performance...      – but only if you want it to be! 

 Its features allow for single-handed cruising (e.g. with self tacking jib,   
 double thrusters, etc.), which will appeal to both experienced skippers   
 and ordinary yachtsmen- and women alike. 
 Pure excitement is always guaranteed through a lifting keel and a light,  
 all-carbon hull, deck and rig with 3DL sails as standard. And you can   
 easily change between a traditional and a flatheaded mainsail. 

 Several new and innovative services will be developed to assist when   
 the advice of an on-board skipper would have been welcome.

„
Following our vision to build a 

sublime, multitalented yacht - 
clearly, first and foremost, with 
excellent sailing characteristics, 
we also wanted a floating home, 
a built-in gourmet restaurant, an 
integrated sports-center and a 
mobile office.”

Christian Seevers, Founder

„
SWISS YACHTS is a creative 

and logical continuation of the 
Swiss successes in the America‘s 
Cup.

„

Jürg Weber, President Swiss Na-
val Architect Ass. (SBV) 

„
Our project with SWISS YACHTS 

is the yachts‘ answer to the Swiss 
Army Knife. The new design-
approach and the multitude of 
innovative solutions, together with 
our know-how in the development 
of high-tech yachts result in a 
promising symbiosis. I am looking 
forward to the maiden voyage! 

„

Torsten Conradi, 
CEO judel/vrolijk & co

We are pleased to learn about your specific requests and to provide additional information.
Meanwhile, our website features extended particulars including translated versions of this brochure.

SWISS YACHTS
Zehntenhofweg 8, CH-8800 Thalwil-Zurich, Switzerland

info@swiss-yachts.com    www.swiss-yachts.com
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